ANGLIAN FLIGHT CENTRES
NORWICH PROCEDURE
Landing at Norwich is now much cheaper for AFC aircraft (around £8 or £15) – but only if
you follow one of the options in this procedure! Note that Norwich ATC now require 1 hour
minimum notice of intended arrival. Also note that if you are “forced” to use one particular
handling agent, this is incorrect. Use the procedures below which have already been agreed
with all parties. Failure to follow every part of this procedure may make you personally
liable for a hefty £50 handling fee from agents at Norwich!
Instructors especially please note before sending students to Norwich!
Before you depart Earls Colne you must ensure you do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Get the latest Norwich airfield layout plan.
You will need High Viz jackets – make sure you have them with you.
Telephone Anglia Flight on 01603 898100.
Telephone ATC on 01603 420641 and ask for parking at Anglia Flight/Northern
Apron. Make sure you state this is a training flight, and ask for the training landing
rate.
5. If possible, inform Anglia Flight of any update to your ETA. This would be much
appreciated.
Norwich Runway 09 arrival
The exit for Anglia Flight/Northern Apron parking is via D2. It will therefore be necessary to
backtrack. In some instances it may be necessary to vacate at Charlie to the South or North
and then follow ATC instructions.
Norwich Runway 27 arrival
Vacate at D2. Again if the hold is occupied it may be necessary to vacate at another hold
and await instructions.
Parking at Anglia Flight (Northern Apron) after vacating at D2.
Taxy straight ahead and take the first right. Follow this taxiway until you reach the red and
white marker boards. The entrance to Anglia Flight parking area (currently termed the
Northern Apron by ATC) is on the left and marked by blue taxi-way markers. The parking
area itself is marked by orange posts. Taxy with care on this surface, it is rough and is only
slowly responding to regular rolling. Do not try to turn into a parking slot, park adjacent and
PTO

we will be there to meet you push the aircraft in (another important reason to give Anglia
Flight your ETA before you depart Earls Colne)! See diagram below:
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Refuelling
Norwich Airport has banned refuelling on the North
side. If you require fuel we would recommend
parking with Anglia Flight (Northern Apron) first and
then repositioning to the Western Apron shortly
before departure after arranging for the fuel bowser
to meet you (which Anglia Flight can do). Tel. No.
for the fuel bowser is 01603 402042. Parking for

fuel is shown (right)  Use red area as first choice,
then blue. Do not park further north than the blue
area.

Departing
Book out with ATC by phone (01603 420641), listen to ATIS (128.625), get clearance form

ATC (124.250) and then taxy to D2 after clearance has been given. Departures from 09 can
go directly from D2 but departures from 27 must backtrack a suitable distance. Please note
ATC will give a backtrack instruction but leave the distance to pilot’s discretion.

Things to do at Norwich that don’t cost the earth
We are located adjacent to the Norfolk and Norwich Aviation Museum. This is a very good
museum to visit and has some very good displays as well as full size aircraft. Aircraft on
display include a Vulcan, Hunter, Meteor, Lightning as well as civilian aircraft. If you don’t
want to visit the museum they have a tea room for light refreshments.
A short walk away is the village of Horsham St Faith which includes a Pub that serves
excellent food.
If you want to visit Norwich a taxi can be arranged.

Have a good flight!

